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Introduction
Operating IT environments across multiple clouds is now a fact of life: a recent 451 Research survey of IT 
decision-makers found that 75% of businesses using public cloud are working with more than one provider, 
and 43% are using three or more clouds (see Figure 1). Heterogeneous cloud environments – public and private, 
centralized and edge/local – are inherently difficult to manage, secure and optimize. Connecting resources 
across different platforms from multiple providers in various (and often highly distributed) locations becomes 
a tremendous challenge. Organizational resistance is another factor that can work against the rationale for 
adopting cloud in the first place, which is to create and execute on digital transformation strategies that are 
aligned and interconnected across the business, IT operations and application development domains. 

Figure 1: Multicloud Is a Fact of Life

Q: Which of the following vendors is your organization currently using for IaaS/PaaS public cloud? Please select all that apply. (Count of 
vendors using for IaaS/PaaS public cloud)

Note: Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

Base: organizations currently using IaaS/PaaS public cloud (n=279)

Source: 451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise: Cloud, Hosting and Managed Services, Vendor Evaluations 2021 

Managing diverse IT environments is not a new problem, but it becomes more acute as cloud deployments  
grow. Emerging cloud operating models can help. A structured, holistic framework that lets all stakeholders 
harness the flexibility and choice that cloud delivers – without the inefficiency, risk and loss of control that  
can develop in fragmented infrastructure and application environments – is a key underpinning of successful 
digital transformation.  
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The Take 
The flexibility and agility benefits of cloud are well known, as are the choice and control benefits of multicloud. 
Yet enterprises are struggling with how to take advantage of these benefits while tackling the complexity of 
optimizing and securing workloads across public, private and edge cloud environments. Successful digital 
transformation requires a 360-degree view of enterprise environments and a unified operating model to 
ensure that the relevant stakeholders – developers, IT operators and line-of-business users – have access 
to the resources needed to build, manage, connect and protect digital workloads. Unified visibility across 
clouds can provide valuable inputs regarding trade-offs that typically emerge during cloud transformation, 
including price vs. performance, agility vs. control and choice vs. complexity. Organizations best positioned to 
capitalize on the potential of cloud and maximize current and future multicloud investments are those that take 
holistic approaches to their application/infrastructure environments. With the right approach to multicloud 
transformation, digital leaders can leverage the single control plane as a way to enable speed and scale without 
compromising on governance and control. 

The Multicloud Imperative 
Access to best-of-breed capabilities on different platforms, business unit/team preferences and risk 
management are just a few of the factors driving multicloud usage. While multicloud ‘just happened’ for many 
enterprises, it is here to stay, with two-thirds of IT decision-makers in a recent survey citing this approach as 
a strategic preference going forward. However, challenges come along for the ride (see Figure 2), including 
concerns related to system and data security, platform integration/interoperability, management/orchestration 
and workload migration. The benefits of multicloud diminish or even disappear in the absence of operational 
consistency, visibility and control.

Figure 2: Mind the Cloud Management Gap

Q: Which of the following cloud management functionality is currently lacking in your organization’s cloud environment?  
Please select all that apply.

Base: Current or future cloud users (IaaS/PaaS and/or on-premises), abbreviated fielding (n=235)

Source: 451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise: Cloud, Hosting and Managed Services, Organizational Dynamics 2021
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Many organizations introduced various clouds at different times and continue to manage them as  
independent silos with their own security, monitoring and configuration processes. This results in duplication  
of effort and fractured operations. A more holistic approach offers two important benefits: it preserves  
the ability to take advantage of the best features of each platform in a secure way, and it becomes a change  
agent for the organization itself, generating opportunities to focus on innovation and business outcomes rather 
than infrastructure. 

Creating order from the chaos means bringing disparate IT environments together under a single management 
framework. It also means having standardized environments that multiple enterprise IT stakeholders 
(infrastructure and cloud platform admins, developers, security architects, site reliability engineers and line-
of-business users) can leverage for persona-specific tasks. A unified cloud environment also helps to establish 
consistent processes across the business, IT operations and developer domains.

The ideal technology toolbox for multicloud management covers the waterfront – the overall security posture, 
provisioning on-premises and public cloud resources, monitoring and remediation, migration and capacity 
planning, application performance and observability, network visibility, financial governance, and identity and 
access management. The outcomes of this transition may include: 

 – A unified view of the IT estate that delivers a single source of truth for monitoring resources and usage across 
clouds, deployment modalities (VMs, containers, serverless) and roles (IT operations, application development 
and line-of-business stakeholders). This effectively breaks down silos and helps drive IT accountability 
throughout the organization. 

 – A centralized control plane for IT operations teams to set policies, provision resources, monitor performance 
and identify opportunities for optimization. For most organizations, this platform should encompass cloud-
native frameworks and tooling along with continued support for VM-based workloads. By abstracting away 
differences between environments and supporting workflow automation, such a platform would also help 
address the IT skills gap: a recent survey of IT decision-makers (451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise: Cloud, 
Hosting & Managed Services, Budgets & Outlook 2022) found that nearly 90% of organizations are currently 
suffering from a shortage of in-house cloud talent, particularly regarding individual cloud platforms, security 
and container orchestration. 

 – Security and governance controls that are baked into the environment. Along with cost management, 
concerns about cloud security and governance reliably emerge as the primary inhibitors of cloud adoption 
and broad implementation. Policies implemented via a unified control plane ensure compliant infrastructure 
provisioning, end-user access controls, data protection and application configuration so developers can focus 
on business logic. 

 – A developer-friendly interface enabling self-service provisioning of resources for application development 
and deployment. The modernization journey may start with infrastructure and cloud adoption, but it ends up 
being all about applications – the engines that power digital transformation. Application-aware infrastructure, 
including resources that automatically scale up and down based on demand, drive efficiency and minimize toil. 

 – An observability platform that captures logs and alerts for cloud operations for faster (and ideally automated) 
root cause analysis and remediation. When microservices-based applications and their associated 
dependencies span multiple clouds, a federated view is essential for identifying and solving problems. 

Insufficient attention to managing the complexity of multicloud can slow down or even derail IT modernization 
initiatives. For multicloud to work as advertised, unified management is non-negotiable. 
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Key considerations to keep in mind throughout the journey include the following: 

 – Take a security-first approach. Heterogenous cloud operating models yield flexibility and agility but also 
expand the cybersecurity attack surface. Unified multicloud control planes make it possible to ‘go wide’ to 
protect the entire IT estate and ‘go deep’ to address application vulnerabilities, control and track access to IT 
resources and processes, and ensure compliance with internal governance policies and industry mandates. 
However, security policies consistently applied across cloud environments are just part of the story; the rest 
involves automated remediation to avoid workflow interruptions and manage both IT and business risk. 

 – Think strategically and holistically when evaluating vendors. In the digital economy, the ability to drive 
innovation, business value and competitive differentiation is highly cloud-dependent and increasingly 
application- and data-centric. Enterprises should seek out vendors that simplify the complexity of integrating 
not only multiple cloud platforms but also the entire lifecycle of IT, which encompasses operations, financial 
management, automation, security and compliance. Vendors with cloud-agnostic mindsets can help 
enterprises keep their options open while also ensuring integration and centralized administration.

 – Overcome skills gaps with technology. Cloud platform expertise, cloud-native tools and cloud management 
remain key areas in which organizations are facing serious personnel and skills gaps. Given that multicloud 
environments are not likely to become any less complex, enterprises should look to technology to handle 
much of the heavy lifting. Vendor considerations should include ease of use and platform interoperability, if 
not full-blown integration. 

Conclusion
Successful business outcomes in a digital economy require new approaches to application development and 
IT operations. Digital transformation also involves a cultural shift that brings together business imperatives, 
development and innovation, infrastructure optimization and pervasive security. Whether the journey begins with 
tactical migrations or more ambitious strategic plans for wholesale modernization, broad and deep visibility into 
the entire multicloud environment is a prerequisite for attaining operational efficiency, accelerating innovation, 
ensuring performance and managing risk. 

VMware Cross-Cloud™ services is an integrated portfolio of SaaS 
solutions to build, run, manage and secure all your apps across clouds, 
empowering your organization to conquer the complexities of multicloud 
environments. Learn more at vmware.com/cross-cloud-services.

https://www.vmware.com/cross-cloud-services.html
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